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Perceptions of Manipulation and Judgments of Illegitimacy: Pitfalls in the Use of Emphasis Framing when Communicating about CO₂ Capture and Storage

Gerdien de Vries, Bart W. Terwel & Naomi Ellemers

The mitigation of climate change requires reductions in the amount of CO₂ emitted into the atmosphere. One way to achieve this in the short run is through the implementation of CO₂ capture and storage (CCS) technology. The viability of CCS not only depends on technical and regulatory issues, but also on public attitudes. Communication plays an important role in shaping these attitudes. This paper reports on two experiments performed to examine effects of emphasis framing in CCS communications, meaning that greater weight is given to advantages of CCS over disadvantages or vice versa. Although emphasis framing can be effective in shaping attitudes, our findings suggest that there may be long-term costs to using this communication technique as it can be perceived as manipulative. Moreover, emphasis framing is judged as relatively illegitimate when the source is expected to be impartial rather than biased.
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Introduction

One of the greatest environmental challenges the world is facing today is combating global warming. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the warming of the climate system is unequivocal and has several harmful
consequences, including the disturbance of ecosystems, the extinction of some plant and animal species, and rising sea levels (IPCC, 2013). Global warming is largely due to the growing emissions of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide (CO2). Emissions of CO2 partly result from natural-induced processes, but human-induced emissions—primarily the CO2 released from the combustion of coal, oil, and natural gas during energy generation—are regarded as the most important contributors to global warming (IPCC, 2013; WMO, 2013). Therefore, many industrialized countries have agreed to reduce their emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases (UN, 1998, 2012). The implementation of CO2 capture and storage (CCS) technology can be helpful in this regard (IPCC, 2007).

In a nutshell, CCS involves the capture of CO2 in fossil fuel power plants or other major industrial processes, and the subsequent transport and long-term storage of this CO2 in deep geological formations such as depleted natural gas fields and saline aquifers. CCS can contribute significantly to meeting CO2 emission reduction targets, but the viability of CCS depends on several factors. These factors not only concern technical and regulatory issues that need to be dealt with, but also include the degree to which the public accepts CCS as a CO2 emission reduction measure. That is to say, a lack of public acceptance can be a serious impediment to the realization of CCS projects. For instance, plans for a CCS project in the Dutch town of Barendrecht were canceled in 2010 after it became evident that the vast majority of local residents were strongly against the proposed project (Terwel, Ter Mors, & Daamen, 2012).

Research has shown that people’s attitudes toward novel and complex technologies (such as CCS) are largely influenced by how the properties of these technologies are framed in stakeholder communications and in the media (e.g., Cobb, 2005; Druckman & Bolsen, 2011; Jones, Eiser, & Gamble, 2012). Indeed, a qualitative analysis of the Barendrecht CCS case indicates that the predominantly negative attitude toward CCS of local residents was not only the result of fear about safety and fall in property value, but also the result of framing (Brunsting, de Best-Waldhober, Feenstra, & Mikunda, 2011). In their communications, project partners emphasized the societal benefits of the CCS project (CO2 emission reduction) and paid much less attention to the potential costs. Residents referred to this positive framing as “pro-CCS propaganda” (Brunsting et al., 2011, p. 6379): an attempt to persuade them to support the project (i.e., manipulation). This created a climate of mistrust that paved the way for the local activist group “CO2isNee” (translated: CO2isNo) to intensify local opposition against the project through negatively framed publications on their website and in local newspapers (Brunsting et al., 2011; Terwel et al., 2012). Importantly, framing is not only applied in communications by proponents and opponents, but also in news articles that inform the public about CCS (Asayama & Ishii, 2013; Feldpausch-Parker et al., 2013; Nerlich & Jaspal, 2013). Because of the potential pitfalls in the use of framing when communicating about CCS (as shown by the Barendrecht case), we decided to take a closer look at framing effects in the context of CCS.
In this paper, we present experimental research designed to show potential negative effects of framing. Our research complements previous research, which has primarily focused on the effectiveness of framing techniques in terms of their usefulness for influencing people’s attitudes with respect to the issue at hand. We examine not only how framing in stakeholder communications and in news articles about CCS might affect people’s attitudes toward the issue, but we also investigate the impact of framing on perceptions of manipulation and legitimacy judgments.

**Emphasis framing**

More often than not, communications that inform the public about novel technologies are persuasive in nature. Persuasive communication (through websites, leaflets, or other publications) can be a useful strategy for stakeholders that aim to create, reinforce, modify, or extinguish the beliefs, attitudes, intentions, motivations, and/or behaviors of their target audience (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Gass & Seiter, 2007; Hovland, Janis, & Kelley, 1953). A typical way to develop persuasive communications is by means of “emphasis framing” (Chong & Druckman, 2007; Nelson, Clawson, & Oxley, 1997).¹

Emphasis framing is a communication technique that involves the presentation of information in ways that a particular position is advanced over another, often with the aim to nudge people into that position (e.g., Chong & Druckman, 2007). This framing can be done strongly by reporting merely the positive aspects of CCS while ignoring any negative aspects (i.e., one-sided framing), or more subtly by covering both positive and negative aspects of CCS but with a greater emphasis on the positive aspects (i.e., two-sided framing). It is important to realize that framing is not “placing a false spin” on an issue, but may be used to convey accurate information while giving greater weight to a certain aspect over another (Nisbet, 2009).

Research has shown that emphasis framing can influence people’s attitudes toward controversial issues. For example, Druckman and Bolsen (2011) observed that the positive one-sided message that genetically modified (GM) foods can help combat world hunger moved people into a more positive position on such foods than the negative one-sided message that GM foods impact on biodiversity and the food chain. Moreover, Nelson and colleagues (1997) found that people were more tolerant of a rally planned by the Ku Klux Klan after they had read a two-sided news article emphasizing the aspect of freedom of speech than after they had read an article emphasizing the risk to public safety.

**Perceived manipulation**

Emphasis framing—either one-sided or two-sided—might thus nudge people into a more positive or negative position on the implementation of CCS. At the same time, people who read a message that emphasizes a certain aspect of CCS over another may interpret the message as an attempt to persuade them into supporting a particular position. In fact, people are generally quite capable of distinguishing purely informative communications from communications that aim to persuade them into...
accepting a certain standpoint on the issue at hand (Campbell & Kirmani, 2000; Friestad & Wright, 1994). Therefore, we propose that although emphasis framing may be effective in shaping people’s attitudes toward CCS, a potential pitfall in the use of this technique is that it can be perceived as manipulative. More specifically, we predict that people will perceive more manipulation when they read an article that emphasizes the advantages over the disadvantages of CCS (or vice versa), as compared to when they read a balanced article.

Furthermore, relevant to the issue of perceived manipulation is whether information about CCS comes from parties with an interest in CCS (e.g., an oil company) or from news agencies, which may be supposed to be unbiased. Recent studies show that people perceive and evaluate communications about environmental issues such as climate change and CCS differently depending on the communication source (Rabinovich, Morton, & Birney, 2012; Ter Mors, Weenig, Ellemers, & Daamen, 2010; Terwel, Harinck, Ellemers, & Daamen, 2009a). Dual process models such as the Heuristic-Systematic Model (Chaiken, 1980) and the Elaboration Likelihood Model (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986) are helpful to explain such source effects. According to these models, recipients process information in a more or less systematic (central) or heuristic (peripheral) way, with the judgments of people who process information heuristically being largely guided by such cues as the identity of the source.

Based on the notion that humans are “cognitive misers” who generally tend to afford as little cognitive effort as possible (Fiske & Taylor, 1991), people are naturally inclined to process information rather heuristically. People are especially likely to follow a peripheral route of information processing when they are not very motivated or unable (e.g., due to time constraints or because the matter is too complex) to process information systematically (Chaiken, 1980; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). Considering that CCS is quite a complex issue, we propose that the identity of the source—in particular whether a source is assumed to be biased or unbiased in its reporting about CCS—is one heuristic cue that might play a role in how people perceive and react to communications targeted at them. More specifically, we predict that communications about CCS produced by an oil company with an interest in the implementation of CCS are more readily perceived as manipulative than communications produced by a news agency that can be assumed to be impartial.

Legitimacy judgments

The fact that people may perceive emphasis framing as manipulative not necessarily implies that emphasis framing is also judged as inappropriate. People are accustomed to the fact that organizations with a specific interest in an issue use persuasive communication techniques such as emphasis framing to try to gain the favors of the public (Campbell, 1995; Campbell & Kirmani, 2000; Friestad & Wright, 1994). Therefore, biased messages from oil companies pursuing the implementation of CCS are probably not considered less legitimate than balanced messages. Things may be different for news agencies though. These types of organizations may be blamed for producing biased coverage of CCS. That is to say, people expect news agencies to cover
issues objectively as well as without bias (i.e., impartiality; Ryan, 2001). Balanced reporting is an important norm in this regard, although it should be noted that there are issues for which holds true that balanced reporting in itself paints an incorrect picture of the issue. After all, balanced reporting can make two opposing viewpoints look equally plausible, while one has the preponderance of evidence on its side. As such, concern with balance can in fact undermine true objectivity (Lichtenberg, 2000). This phenomenon is also referred to as “false balance” (Dearing, 1995). However, with regard to the complex issue of CCS, there are both important risks and benefits associated with the deployment of the technology. People may feel that the risks and benefits deserve equal attention in news coverage. Hence, we propose that an imbalance due to emphasis framing in news agencies’ reporting of the advantages and disadvantages is considered less legitimate than balanced reporting of pros and cons. Along these lines, we also predict that the relationship between perceived manipulation and legitimacy judgments is stronger when people evaluate an article about CCS from news agencies than when they evaluate communications from oil companies.

Overview of hypotheses

In sum, we will test four hypotheses in this study:

Hypothesis 1: People perceive more manipulation when reading articles about CCS that emphasize advantages or disadvantages compared to when they read a balanced article.

Hypothesis 2: People perceive less manipulation in communications from news agencies than in communications from oil companies.

Hypothesis 3: People consider it less legitimate when news agencies supply biased rather than balanced information about CCS. This effect is not observed when information stems from oil companies.

Hypothesis 4: The relationship between perceived manipulation and judgments of illegitimacy is stronger when information about CCS stems from news agencies than when it stems from oil companies.

We test these four hypotheses in two experiments. Experiment 1 tests Hypothesis 1 using biased (one-sided and two-sided) and balanced news articles about CCS and explores whether or not emphasis framing can shape people’s attitudes toward CCS. Experiment 2 tests all four hypotheses by looking at the combined effects of emphasis framing and communication source on perceived manipulation and legitimacy judgments. Specifically, Experiment 2 focuses on differences between (positively) biased and balanced information, either from a news agency or an oil company involved in CCS.

Experiment 1

Method

Participants and design. Participants were 120 undergraduate students from the Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences at Leiden University (20 male and 99 female
Age $= 19.83$, $SD = 3.91$). Sixty-three participants had heard about CCS prior to participating in the experiment, while 57 participants had not. Awareness of CCS did not moderate the results reported here and will not be discussed any further. Participants were randomly allocated to either one of five experimental conditions (Communication: one-sided pro CCS vs. two-sided pro CCS vs. balanced vs. two-sided con CCS vs. one-sided con CCS). Participants received either €1.50 or course credits for their voluntary participation.

Procedure. The experiment consisted of two parts. First, participants were requested to indicate their gender and age, and to answer some general questions. Among these questions were items assessing how important participants considered a number of environmental topics to be. Two of these topics—combating global warming and the quality of groundwater—were of primary interest because these topics were addressed in our communication manipulation and we wanted to be able to confirm that they were judged as relevant. The remaining environmental topics were filler items concerning GM food, air pollution, and deforestation. After participants had completed this first part of the experiment, they were presented with a fictitious news article about CCS (see “Stimulus materials” section). When they had read the article, participants completed another questionnaire, which included items to measure attitudes toward CCS, perceived manipulation, awareness of CCS, and perceived emphasis of the article (i.e., the manipulation check). Finally, participants were debriefed, paid, and thanked for their participation.

Stimulus materials. We tailored the appearance of the article after true newspaper copy, following previous experimental research on emphasis framing (e.g., Druckman, 2001). The article was allegedly written by the Dutch national news agency ANP and displayed the logo of the agency in the upper left corner. In the opening paragraph, all articles provided the same general background information about CO$_2$ and CCS. The differences between the articles were in the headline and following paragraphs. The one-sided articles addressed either the positive consequences of CCS for the climate (stating that CCS helps to combat global warming by reducing CO$_2$ emissions) or the negative consequences for the quality of groundwater (stating the risk of acidification should CO$_2$ leak from the storage reservoir) without mentioning any opposing information. The two-sided articles addressed both the advantage and disadvantage but emphasis was placed on one of them (cf. Druckman, 2001). The balanced article gave equal weight to advantages and disadvantages. See Appendix for an exact description of all five articles.

Measures

Relevance of arguments. To assess whether or not the advantage and the disadvantage mentioned in the articles related to environmental topics that participants considered relevant prior to reading the article, we asked: “To what extent do you find it
important to combat global warming?” and “To what extent is quality of the groundwater important to you?” (1 = not at all, 7 = very much).

**Perceived emphasis.** We measured perceived emphasis (i.e., the manipulation check) within the article with two items: “To what extent did you feel that the emphasis in the article was on the advantages of CCS?” and “To what extent did you feel that the emphasis in the article was on the disadvantages of CCS?” (1 = not at all; 7 = very much).

**Perceived manipulation.** We measured perceived manipulation with four items: “To what extent did you think that information was kept from you?,” “To what extent did you think that you heard only one side of the story?,” “To what extent did you perceive the information to be biased?,” and “To what extent did you perceive the article as partial?” (1 = not at all, 7 = very much), $\alpha = .82$. The responses to these items were averaged into a single index of perceived manipulation.

**Attitude toward CCS.** We assessed participants’ attitude toward CCS with four 9-point semantic differential scales (e.g., Petty & Cacioppo, 1984): “I find CCS [bad–good, harmful–beneficial, foolish–wise, unfavorable–favorable],” $\alpha = .91$.

**Results**

**Relevance of arguments.** Participants considered both environmental topics relevant. Ratings of relevance of ground water quality were significantly higher than the midpoint of the 7-point scale, $t(118) = 22.27, p < .001$ ($M = 6.09, SD = 1.03$). Ratings of the relevance of combating global warming showed a similar effect, $t(118) = 9.13, p < .001$ ($M = 5.18, SD = 1.41$).

**Perceived emphasis.** We performed a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Perceived Emphasis (Advantages vs. Disadvantages) as the within-subjects factor and the five communication conditions as the between-subjects factor to check the adequacy of the communication manipulation. The results showed the anticipated Communication × Perceived Emphasis interaction, $F(4, 115) = 48.23, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .63$. As intended, participants in the pro CCS conditions (one-sided and two-sided) perceived more emphasis on advantages than on disadvantages ($ps < .001$). By contrast, participants in the con CCS conditions (one-sided and two-sided) perceived more emphasis on disadvantages than on advantages ($ps \leq .001$). Interestingly, participants in the balanced condition also perceived more emphasis on advantages than on disadvantages ($p < .001$). See Table 1 for means and standard deviations.
Perceived manipulation. We predicted that the use of emphasis framing would evoke higher levels of perceived manipulation compared to the provision of balanced information (Hypothesis 1). An ANOVA with communication as the independent variable and perceived manipulation as the dependent variable revealed a significant effect, $F(4, 115) = 5.44, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .16$. Bonferroni post hoc analyses confirmed that participants perceived the article as significantly more manipulative when emphasis framing was applied (i.e., the one-sided and two-sided pro and con conditions) than when the article was balanced ($p$s ≤ .01). The level of perceived manipulation did not differ between the four emphasis-frame conditions ($p$s = 1.00). See Table 2 for means and standard deviations.

Attitude toward CCS. We performed an ANOVA with communication as the independent variable and attitude toward CCS as the dependent variable to examine the extent to which emphasis framing influenced attitude. The analysis revealed a significant effect, $F(4, 115) = 3.15, p = .02, \eta_p^2 = .10$. Bonferroni post hoc analyses showed that people in the one-sided pro condition had a more positive attitude toward CCS ($M = 6.25, SD = 1.60$) than people in the two-sided con condition ($M = 4.55, SD = 1.88$), $p = .02$. Further differences between conditions were not significant ($p$s ≥ .13). See Table 2 for means and standard deviations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Means (and standard deviations) for perceived emphasis on advantages and disadvantages as a function of communication.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived emphasis on advantages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived emphasis on disadvantages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Means (and standard deviations) for perceived manipulation and attitude toward CCS as a function of communication.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived manipulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude toward CCS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Attitude toward CCS was measured on a 9-point scale. Perceived manipulation was measured on a 7-point scale.
**Discussion**

Experiment 1 revealed the hypothesized effect of emphasis framing on perceived manipulation (Hypothesis 1). Participants perceived the biased news articles about CCS as more manipulative than the balanced article. Furthermore, Experiment 1 replicated—to some extent—findings from previous research that emphasis framing can affect attitudes. Participants who read that CCS can help combat global warming (without reading about risks for the quality of the ground water) were more positive toward the technology than participants who read that, although CCS can have both positive and negative consequences, the possible risks for the ground water outweigh the advantages for the climate.

Participants in the balanced condition perceived more emphasis on advantages than on disadvantages and evaluated CCS relatively positively. This effect was unanticipated (the effects of two competing frames with equal weight are expected to cancel out each other; Druckman, Peterson, & Slothuus, 2013), but it did not interact with the predicted effects on perceived manipulation. As predicted, the balanced article was perceived as significantly less manipulative than the biased articles. A primacy effect might explain the unanticipated finding that participants in the balanced condition perceived more emphasis on advantages than on disadvantages and evaluated CCS as relatively positive. That is, in the balanced article, the advantage was mentioned before the disadvantage and information that is mentioned first can make more impression, can be better remembered, and can have more influence than information that follows (i.e., primacy effect; Asch, 1952; Crowley & Hoyer, 1994). We did not make any hypotheses about a primacy effect beforehand, but we explore this possibility in Experiment 2.

**Experiment 2**

As explained earlier, Experiment 2 examines the combined effects of emphasis framing and communication source (i.e., news agency vs. oil company) on perceived manipulation and legitimacy judgments. The basic assumption underlying our predictions is that, in general, news agencies are expected to be less manipulative than oil companies. To check whether or not this assumption is correct, we assess expectations of manipulation prior to the presentation of the stimulus materials in Experiment 2. Furthermore, Experiment 2 includes two versions of the balanced article to counterbalance the order in which the advantage and disadvantage of CCS are presented. Counterbalancing allows us to check whether a primacy effect could be a viable explanation for the unexpected finding of Experiment 1 that participants in the balanced condition perceived more emphasis on advantages than on disadvantages.

Whereas Experiment 1 revealed that pro and con articles were considered equally manipulative, we selected the (two-sided) pro CCS article for use in Experiment 2. We chose this particular article in order to secure credibility. After all, it is more likely that an oil company that is involved in CCS emphasizes the benefits associated with the technology rather than the risks.
Method

Participants and design. Participants were 139 undergraduate students from the Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences at Leiden University (32 male, 106 female [1 unspecified], $M_{\text{age}} = 20.05, SD = 2.82$). Eighty-one participants had heard about CCS prior to participation, 58 participants had not. Again, awareness of CCS did not moderate the results reported here and will not be discussed any further. Participants were randomly allocated to one of the six experimental conditions in this 2 (Source: news agency vs. oil company) × 3 (Communication: two-sided pro CCS vs. balanced advantage-first vs. balanced disadvantage-first) between-subjects design. Participants received either €1 or course credits for their voluntary participation. Individuals who had participated in Experiment 1 were not allowed to participate in Experiment 2.

Procedure. The procedure was largely similar to that of Experiment 1, but the stimulus materials were presented as website articles instead of newspaper copies. Depending on experimental condition, the participants were informed that the article was either retrieved from the website of an independent news agency (the same source as in Experiment 1) or from the website of an unspecified oil company that invests in CCS. Regardless of the experimental condition, the articles were formatted equally without the display of logos, names, or affiliations. Participants in the pro CCS emphasis condition read the same content as participants in the pro CCS emphasis condition in Experiment 1. Participants in the balanced advantage-first condition read the same content as participants in the balanced condition in Experiment 1. Participants in the balanced disadvantage-first condition read a similar article, but here the disadvantage preceded the advantage. Upon completion of the experiment, participants were debriefed, paid, and thanked for their participation.

Measures. We used the same items as in Experiment 1 to measure perceived relevance of the arguments, perceived emphasis within the article, and perceived manipulation ($\alpha = .86$).

Expected manipulation. We assessed the extent to which participants expected manipulation from news agencies and oil companies by means of five questions per source, asked prior to presentation of the article. The items read: “To what extent do you think that [news agencies/oil companies] try to influence the public opinion?,” “To what extent do you think that [news agencies/oil companies] try to manipulate people by means of communication?,” “To what extent do you think that [news agencies/oil companies] try to convince people of their own viewpoints?,” “To what extent do you think that information from [news agencies/oil companies] is objective?,” and “To what extent do you think that information from [news agencies/oil companies] is honest?” (1 = not at all, 7 = very much). The responses to these items were averaged into a single index of expected manipulation from oil companies ($\alpha = .89$) and expected manipulation from news agencies ($\alpha = .89$).
Legitimacy judgments. Participants’ judgments of the legitimacy of the article were assessed by means of four 9-point semantic differential scales. Participants were requested to respond to the phrase “I consider the manner in which the article describes the issue of CCS [illegitimate–legitimate, unacceptable–acceptable, inappropriate–appropriate, not suitable–suitable],” \( \alpha = .93 \). Responses were averaged to form a single index of legitimacy judgments.

Principal component analysis with Varimax rotation revealed that legitimacy judgments and perceived manipulation represented different constructs. The items loaded on two separate components with no substantial cross loadings (all cross loadings \( \leq -.18 \)) explaining a total variance of 76.22% in the individual items. The eigenvalue of the first component (legitimacy judgments) was 4.93; the eigenvalue of the second component (perceived manipulation) was 1.17.

Results

Relevance of arguments. As in Experiment 1, participants considered both environmental topics relevant. Ratings of relevance of ground water quality were significantly higher than the midpoint of the 7-point scale \( (t[137] = 18.30, p < .001 [M = 5.78, SD = 1.14]) \), as were ratings of the relevance of combating global warming, \( (t[137] = 14.19, p < .001 [M = 5.31, SD = 1.09]) \).

Expected manipulation. As anticipated, participants expected news agencies to be significantly less manipulative \( (M = 4.25, SD = 1.12) \) than oil companies \( (M = 5.06, SD = 1.11), t(138) = -5.83, p < .001 \). This validated our manipulation of source identity.

Perceived emphasis. A repeated measures ANOVA with Perceived Emphasis as the within-subjects factor and Communication as the between-subject factors showed a significant interaction-effect, \( F(2, 136) = 17.29, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .20 \). As in Experiment 1, participants in the pro CCS and balanced conditions perceived more emphasis on advantages in the article than on disadvantages. However, this perceived imbalance was clearest in the pro CCS condition. More specifically, within this condition, we found the largest difference between perceived emphasis on advantages \( (M = 5.67, SD = 1.21) \) vs. disadvantages \( (M = 2.74, SD = 1.20), F(1,45) = 85.39, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .66 \). Participants in the two balanced conditions also perceived more emphasis on advantages than on disadvantages. However, these differences were less pronounced than in the pro CCS condition. Importantly, the difference did not only occur in the balanced advantage-first condition \( (M_{\text{advantages}} = 4.51, SD = 1.52, M_{\text{disadvantages}} = 3.26, SD = 1.21, F[1,46] = 27.71, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .38) \), but also in the balanced disadvantage-first condition \( (M_{\text{advantages}} = 3.80, SD = 1.54, M_{\text{disadvantages}} = 3.17, SD = 1.32, F[1,45] = 4.50, p = .039, \eta^2_p = .09) \). Thus, the order in which the arguments were provided cannot explain the perceived emphasis on advantages over disadvantages. Therefore, we do not differentiate
between the two balanced conditions in all further analyses, but focus on the pro CCS article vs. balanced article contrast instead.

**Perceived manipulation.** To test Hypotheses 1 and 2, we performed an ANOVA with the communication contrast (pro CCS condition vs. the two balanced conditions) and source as the independent variables, and perceived manipulation as the dependent variable. In support of Hypothesis 1, this analysis revealed a significant main effect of the communication contrast,

\[ F(1, 133) = 25.58, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .16. \]

Participants in the pro CCS condition perceived the article as more manipulative \((M = 4.76, SD = 1.36)\) than participants in the balanced conditions \((M_{\text{adv-first}} = 3.91, SD = 1.33, M_{\text{disadv-first}} = 3.32, SD = 1.21)\). Furthermore, we found the predicted main effect of source (Hypothesis 2). Participants perceived the article as more manipulative when it was produced by an oil company \((M = 4.31, SD = 1.32)\) than when it was produced by a news agency \((M = 3.68, SD = 1.46)\), \(F(1, 133) = 8.63, p = .004, \eta^2_p = .06\). There was no interaction effect, \(F(1, 133) = 0.99, p = .32\), indicating that the effect of the type of communication (biased vs. balanced) on perceived manipulation was not moderated by the identity of the source. See Table 3 for all means and standard deviations.

**Legitimacy judgments.** We predicted that for news agencies, providing biased information is considered as less legitimate than providing balanced information, but for oil companies, this does not hold true (Hypothesis 3). To test this prediction, we performed an ANOVA with the communication contrast and source as the independent variables, and legitimacy judgments as the dependent variable. The analysis revealed a main effect of the communication contrast, \(F(1, 133) = 13.26, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .09\), a main effect of source, \(F(1, 133) = 4.19, p = .043, \eta^2_p = .03\), and the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>News agency</th>
<th>Oil company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-sided</td>
<td>Balanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pro CCS</td>
<td>(N = 23)</td>
<td>(N = 23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived</td>
<td>4.60 (1.52)</td>
<td>3.75 (1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manipulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimacy</td>
<td>5.50 (1.31)</td>
<td>6.43 (1.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judgments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>5.10 (1.80)</td>
<td>5.71 (1.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toward CCS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Attitude toward CCS and legitimacy judgments were measured on 9-point scales. Perceived manipulation was measured on a 7-point scale. The effect of pro CCS communication on attitude could not be compared with the effect of communication against CCS because the design did not include a con condition. However, in order to be consistent, we assessed participants’ attitude toward CCS with the same semantic differential scales as in Experiment 1, \(\alpha = .86\). An ANOVA with the communication contrast and source as the independent variables, and attitude toward CCS as the dependent variable revealed no statistically significant effects \((ps \geq .26)\).
hypothesized interaction effect, $F(1, 133) = 4.33, p = .039, \eta^2_p = .03$. Participants in the news agency condition judged the biased article as less legitimate than the balanced articles, whereas such a difference was not observed in the oil company condition. These results offer support for Hypothesis 3. See Table 3 for all means and standard deviations.

Furthermore, we predicted that the relation between perceived manipulation and legitimacy judgments is stronger when people evaluate communications from news agencies than when they evaluate communications from oil companies (Hypothesis 4). Consistent with this hypothesis, we found that the more manipulative a news agency’s article was perceived, the less legitimate it was considered to be ($r = -.74, p < .001$). This correlation was less strong when the article came from an oil company ($r = -.47, p < .001$). Fisher’s $Z$ test confirmed that the difference between these correlation coefficients was significant, $z = -2.54, p = .011$.

Mediation. Furthermore, we performed a bootstrap analysis that allows for the inclusion of contrast coding (Hayes & Preacher, 2014) to test whether the effect of emphasis framing on legitimacy judgments in the news agency condition was mediated by perceived manipulation. This approach uses resampling of raw data to estimate the confidence interval (CI) of the indirect effect. We used 10,000 resamples (bias corrected) and obtained a 95% CI that did not include zero (lower CI = 0.36; upper CI = 1.41), indicating the proposed indirect effect.

General Discussion

The implementation of CCS technology is considered a useful measure to achieve significant CO$_2$ emission reductions in the short run. In the current experimental research, we examined how participants responded to communications about CCS with various degrees of imbalance in the reporting of advantages and disadvantages of this technology (i.e., emphasis framing). Specifically, we investigated how emphasis framing affects attitudes toward CCS, as well as perceptions of manipulation and judgments of legitimacy concerning the use of this persuasive communication technique.

Our research contributes to existing literature by revealing potential pitfalls in the use of emphasis framing. We discovered that emphasis framing can be perceived as manipulative, which is particularly problematic when impartiality is expected. We addressed emphasis framing by the provision of articles that either emphasized an advantage of CCS (i.e., combating global warming) or a disadvantage (i.e., the risk of groundwater acidification). We found that no matter what direction participants were pushed into or how hard they were being pushed, they perceived a biased article as more manipulative than a balanced article. That is, regardless of whether the article reported only on the positive or negative consequences of CCS (one-sided framing), or covered both aspects but placed emphasis on one of them (two-sided framing), the article was perceived as more manipulative than an article that gave equal weight to advantages and disadvantages.
When news agencies emphasized the advantages of CCS in their coverage, participants in our studies found this manipulation inappropriate. When oil companies emphasized these advantages, participants also found it manipulative (even more than when this was done by news agencies), but in this case it did not result in judgments of illegitimacy. We demonstrated that this difference was caused by expectations; oil companies were more associated with persuasive communication techniques than news agencies. This finding is in line with general views that news agencies are expected to be balanced (Ryan, 2001) and commercial organizations to be biased (e.g., Campbell, 1995). Thus, expectations can play a large role in whether emphasis framing is considered as illegitimate or not.

Finally, the current research indicates that emphasis framing can be an effective communication technique when it comes to influencing attitudes toward CCS. Participants in our studies had a more positive attitude toward CCS after reading a positively framed article about the technology than after reading a negatively framed article. This finding in the domain of energy technologies adds to previous research on the effectiveness of emphasis framing on the shaping of attitudes (Druckman & Bolsen, 2011; Nelson et al., 1997).

Limitations and future research

One might expect that if advantages and disadvantages of an issue receive equal weight in a news article, they would cancel out each other’s effect on attitude (Druckman et al., 2013). However, participants in our studies were relatively positive about CCS (and perceived more emphasis on advantages) after reading an article with equal emphasis on the technology’s advantage and disadvantage. This finding is especially interesting because participants expressed relatively more concern for the disadvantage (i.e., the risk of groundwater acidification) than for the advantage (i.e., combating global warming). We ruled out that this effect was due to the order in which the advantage and the disadvantage were presented. A possible explanation is that participants perceived general information about CCS, provided in the opening paragraph of the article, as positive. Although we strived to provide a neutral introduction, it portrayed CCS as a way to meet targets set in international agreements to reduce CO₂ emissions, which could be regarded as an advantage. Importantly, despite this perceived emphasis on advantages over disadvantages, participants evaluated the balanced article as significantly less manipulative than the biased articles. Thus, although the factual description of CCS may not have been perceived as completely neutral, this perception has no implications for the impact of our experimental manipulations, nor does it undermine the interpretation of our results and the validity of our conclusions.

At the same time, we realize that our results and conclusions are based on samples of undergraduate students in social and behavioral studies with an overrepresentation of females. Even though we cannot immediately think of clear reasons why the current findings would not apply to the public as a whole, we do acknowledge that they not necessarily generalize to other subpopulations. For instance, different
psychological processes might come into play when people live near a proposed CCS demonstration site and are thus personally confronted with CCS. Greater personal involvement with an issue typically makes people process information more systematically (Chaiken, 1980; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986), which can limit the power of framing (Brewer, 2001; Joslyn & Haider-Markel, 2002). Furthermore, local residents are more likely to have negative opinions about CCS if they believe that it is unsafe to transport and store CO₂, or if they fear falls in local property value (Terwel et al., 2012). In that case, they might focus primarily on arguments against the implementation of CCS (i.e., selective exposure; Frey, 1986; Hart et al., 2009; Smith, Fabrigar, & Norris, 2008) and dismiss any pro-CCS arguments as manipulative. As a result, it is unlikely that a positively framed message will be sufficient to change existing, already strongly negative attitudes. Future research could take a closer look at how issue involvement influences the extent to which people consider communications as manipulative or (il)legitimate.

Another factor that might interact with the impact of framing when communicating about CCS is the extent to which people value equality, authority, individualism, and community. These cultural values influence risk perceptions and related beliefs (cultural cognition; Douglas & Wildavsky, 1982) and are suggested to explain disagreements in environmental-risk perceptions more completely than any other individual characteristic (Kahan, 2010). People that subscribe to relatively individualistic and hierarchical values tend to value commerce and industry, and resist scientific evidence that climate change is a serious threat. They assume that industry-constraining carbon-emission limits are the main solution for global warming (Kahan, 2010). Therefore, individualists might have a positive attitude toward CCS. Probably, they have a more positive attitude toward CCS than people who subscribe to more egalitarian and communitarian values. That is, people with egalitarian outlooks tend to belief claims of environmental risks and distrust commerce and industry (Kahan, 2010). It is likely that egalitarians perceive CCS as a measure that enables industries to continue using fossil fuel energy sources and hampers the development of renewable energy sources.

Because egalitarians distrust industry, they probably perceive all CCS-related information from oil companies as manipulative and unacceptable. As such, the positive impact of a balanced CCS message from an oil company is likely dampened amongst this group. In comparison with egalitarians, individualists probably perceive CCS messages from oil companies as less manipulative, because individualists appreciate industry. Presumably, the positive impact of a balanced CCS message from an oil company is amplified among this group. In contrast, it is likely that individualists—more than egalitarians—perceive a biased CCS message from an environmental NGO (e.g., to convince people to oppose implementation) as very manipulative. Future research may examine these possible moderating effects of cultural cognition.

Implications. We know from prior research that communications about environmental issues are most effective when they fit people’s expectations about their
purposes (Rabinovich et al., 2012). This would imply that the best strategy for oil companies would be to communicate about CCS in a persuasive manner. Indeed, the current research seems to suggest that oil companies can apply emphasis framing relatively hassle-free. However, it might sometimes be better for oil companies to provide balanced instead of biased information, depending on their goal. An oil company that only pursues the short-term goal of convincing people to support the implementation of CCS can probably best provide information with an emphasis on the benefits of the technology. Namely, in line with previous research, our findings indicate that emphasis framing can be effective when it comes to influencing people’s attitudes. However, it should be noted that framing might not be very effective when the source has low credibility (Druckman, 2001) and oil companies are generally not considered as very credible when it comes to communicating about environmental issues (Terwel et al., 2009a).

When an oil company does not want to harm its corporate image, it could better provide balanced information about CCS. The current research indicates that balanced messages are perceived as less manipulative than biased messages, and although we also found that manipulation is not necessarily judged as inappropriate for stakeholders with an interest in CCS, manipulation is associated with negative image effects in the long run (see Campbell, 1995). British Petroleum (BP) provides an illustration of the potential harmful effects of perceived manipulation on the image of an oil company. When BP framed its corporate activities in a publicity campaign in terms of commitment to the environment, while investing mainly in polluting fossil fuels instead of renewables, their intentions were challenged (García, 2011; Le Menestrel, van den Hove, & De Bettignies, 2002) and Greenpeace publicly accused BP of “greenwashing” (“BP wins coveted ‘Emerald Paintbrush’ award”, 2008). Corporate greenwashing is perceived when a company seems to misrepresent its activities as “green” in order to look more environmentally friendly than it actually is (e.g., Laufer, 2003; Vos, 2009) and is linked to several long-term unwanted effects including consumer protest and boycott, and financial loss for the company (e.g., Polonsky, 1995; Polonsky & Rosenberger III, 2001). Experimental research shows support for this negative framing effect in the domain of CCS. Oil companies that frame their investment in the development of CCS in environmental terms instead of economic terms are suspected of strategic behavior and accused of greenwashing (de Vries, Terwel, Ellemers, & Daamen, 2015). In short, although sharing unbiased (i.e., non-manipulative) information might not be the first-choice strategy for oil companies with a clear interest in achieving implementation of CCS, it might be their best choice if they do not want to harm their image. Moreover, providing balanced information about CCS might even lead to positive long-term effects such as increased trust in their integrity (cf. Terwel, Harinck, Ellemers, & Daamen, 2009b).

Our findings seem to imply that news agencies best cover CCS in a balanced manner. Journalistic balance is particularly relevant when covering controversial issues that involve competing viewpoints, such as CCS. However, in their effort to give equal room to opposing views, journalists covering CCS should beware of
providing “false balance.” That is, they should be careful not to present a view supported by an overwhelming amount of evidence alongside a view with less support while suggesting that both views are equally strong (Dearing, 1995). False balance in news articles can result in heightened uncertainty among the public and belief that experts are divided on the issue (Dixon & Clarke, 2013). It is speculated that the debate on global warming and the implementation of CO\textsubscript{2} emission reduction measures has been attenuated because of equal journalistic emphasis on human-induced warming (a view backed up by a scientific consensus) and nature-induced warming (a view that has less scientific support) (Boykoff & Boykoff, 2004). In sum, news agencies best cover both advantages and disadvantages of CCS but should be clear about where the strength of evidence lies.

The question remains how people perceive the use of emphasis framing in communications from other sources than news agencies or oil companies, such as national and local government, (environmental) non-governmental organizations, pressure groups, and scientists. For instance, do people perceive a geophysicist as manipulative when she provides a predominantly positive message about CCS? Our findings suggest that perceived legitimacy and manipulative intentions may be predicted depending on expectations about the overall aims and goals of the communicating parties with regard to CCS. In other words, people probably perceive a geophysicist who is fully paid by industrial partners with a large interest in CCS as more manipulative than a geophysicist who is paid by a university with no ties with CCS projects.

Because CCS is a controversial technology, the public debate is strong and clusters around several topics such as whether the technology genuinely helps to solve global warming or reaffirms our ability to continue to use fossil fuel energy sources (and grow the economy) while hampering the development of renewable energy sources (e.g., van Egmond & Hekkert, 2012). Similar debates have accompanied the introduction of other energy sources like biofuel (Wright & Reid, 2011) and nuclear power (Arentsen, 2006). The implication of the current research for these public debates is that people can approach messages about these issues in a more critical manner when they learn about the processes that are instigated by persuasive communication techniques. Forewarning people of the existence of persuasive tactics can help them resist persuasion (see Benoit, 1998), especially if their illusions of invulnerability to persuasion are dispelled (e.g., Sagarin, Cialdini, Rice, & Serna, 2002). As more critical consumers, people can more effectively use information to derive an informed opinion about difficult issues such as CCS and participate in the public debate properly resourced.
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Notes

1. Another well-known type of framing is “equivalency framing.” This type of framing refers to ways in which logically equivalent alternative phrases (e.g., “75% fat free” vs. “25% fat”) can lead to different attitudes and/or decisions (e.g., Levin, Schneider, & Gaeth, 1998; Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). Equivalency framing will not be studied in the current research.
2. We do not report all measures in this paper for reasons of clarity and conciseness. Measures and results are available on request.
3. One person did not answer these questions.
4. One person did not answer these questions.
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